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FADE IN:

EXT. SPACE HIGH ABOVE ASIA - DAY

From the heavens above we see the white snow capped mountains 
of the Hindu Kush as the Van Halen’s Cathedral plays.

CUT TO:

EXT. WIDE SHOT-THE HINDU KUSH MOUNTAINS - CONTINUOUS

Closer to earth we are now floating among the peaks of the 
mountains.

The winds blows snow off the peaks and into the clouds above.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE VALLEY BELOW - CONTINUOUS

The mountains open to reveal the valley.

Nestled next to the side is the walled compound and poppy 
field.  From a distance we see Afghans going about their 
daily business.

CUT TO:

EXT. OVER WATCH POSITION, ABOVE THE COMPOUND - DAY

The SNIPER positions his rifle, opens the scope caps, flicks 
the safety off and aims at the compound below.  While the 
OBSERVER scans the area with the spotter scope.

Marching toward the compound a platoon of AMERICAN SOLDIERS 
approach under his watchful eye.

CUT TO:

EXT. COMPOUND, ENTRANCE - DAY

The Afghans stare back at the American Soldiers.  Like 
strangers in a strange land.

Sitting against the wall of the compound the OLD MAN looks at 
them blankly.  While the Men of compound halt what they’re 
doing in the poppy field to watch.



Through the doorway we glimpse of the Women cooking and 
hanging laundry inside the compound.  

At the doorway the BOY and the GIRL stare more out of 
curiosity than hostility at the soldiers.  Until their MOTHER 
comes and takes them inside.

The American Soldiers move though the poppy field heading 
toward the other side of the valley.

EXT. OVER WATCH POSITION, ABOVE THE COMPOUND - CONTINUOUS

The Sniper and Observer pack up and move out.

INT. COMPOUND - DAY

The Boy and the Girl watch from inside as the Sniper and 
Observer catch up with the Platoon.

CUT TO:

EXT. ABOVE THE VALLEY, LANDING ZONE - DAY

The American Soldiers march through boulders up the mountain 
being watched over by their Commanding Officer.

The sound of helicopters approach and the CO looks behind 
him.

From the sky a pair of Chinook helicopters approach the 
landing zone.  The rest of the Soldiers hurry up just as the 
helicopters land creating a dust cloud.

The Soldiers march on board the two massive helicopter 
quickly and just as quickly they lift off back into the 
setting sun.

SILENCE

All is quiet at the landing zone as the dust cloud settles 
and all there is are boulders, rocks and crickets chirping.

Some of the rocks stand out for a peculiar reason.  One of 
those rocks suddenly moves, unveiling a M-4/M-203 rifle and 
becomes SOLDIER A.

Another rock moves and becomes AFGHAN A.  Behind him a M-240 
pokes out from the rock that is SOLDIER B.

AFGHAN B, SOLDIER C and AFGHAN C simultaneously appear armed 
with an M-4/M-203 and AK-47s.  
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They scan the immediate area looking for any threats as 
darkness fast approaches.  Nothing, no movement, no creatures 
and no shadows.

Cautiously Soldier A looks up into the sky and sees the WHITE 
CONTRAILS of a jet.

Soldier A reaches over to his radio mike buzzing with static 
and keys it three times.

RADIO
Acknowledged RT Jezail, good luck 
and good hunting.  Over and out.

Soldier A gives the signal to move.  All six men of RECON 
TEAM JEZAIL stand and march south along the rim of the valley 
as the sun sets.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MOUNTAIN RIDGE - NIGHT

The moon rises over the ridge of the mountain casting a 
beautiful light.  In it’s shadow marches RT Jezail.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. THE RUINS - NIGHT

A village reduced to twisted ruins after decades of war.

Silently RT Jezail advances through the ruins.

Soldier A points to the ground signals this to be an 
RENDEZVOUS POINT to the team and passed along.

CUT TO:

EXT. TREE COPSE - DAY

The tree copse overlooks the valley and the Compound below.

Two claymore mines are positioned just out from the copse.  
The wires leading back into the treeline.

INT. COVERT OBSERVATION POST - DAY

Following the wires leads to the clacker next to the hand of 
Afghan C on guard with Soldier C.  Soldier B and Afghan B 
rest nearby.
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Afghan A scans the valley binoculars as Soldier A uses the 
spotter scope to watch the compound.

SOLDIER A’s SPOTTER SCOPE - the Boy and the Girl are playing 
about the compound as the Mother does laundry.

-The Old Man sits by the entrance Staring out into the field.

-In the field the Men are busy planting and drawing water 
from the KAREZ WELL.

AFGHAN A’s BINOCULARS - he spots a trial leading from the 
compound up the mountainside.  Following the it to the top he 
spots movement going down the otherside.

Afghan A blinks looks again then taps on Soldier A to look.  
He turns the spotter scope in that direction.

SOLDIER A’s SPOTTER SCOPE - And sees nothing.

He turns to Afghan A indicating what did you see.  Indicating 
it could’ve been an Insurgent.

Soldier A thinks for moment and points to keep an eye on the 
mountain trail.

Soldier A then looks at his watch and writes in the logbook.  
The time is 0113 HOURS.

DISSOLVE

Hours later Afghan A rubs his eyes from the strain and 
Soldier A struggles to keep his eyes open.  He looks at his 
watch again and can’t believe it’s only 0133 HOURS.

Afghan A points behind and Soldier A nodes yes.

Behind them Soldier B and Afghan B sleep soundly.  Afghan A 
wakes them both and indicates its their turn.

EXT. WIDE SHOT OF THE COMPOUND - DAY

The Mother beckons the Boy and the Girl inside as the Men 
come inside the compound and lock the door.

Day dissolves into night and the THERMAL VISION is switched 
on to watch the compound in the dark..
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EXT. COVERT OBSERVATION POST - NIGHT

Wearing night vision goggles Soldier C silently scouts the 
way ahead.  Behind RT Jezail silently follows in single file.  
NVGs on and weapons pointing in every direction.

Soldier C probes for booby traps.

Soldier A tilts his head to listen for telltale signs of 
insurgents.  Moving a bead on his klick counter measuring 
distance traveled.  

Afghan B brings up the rear counter tracking.

Evening prayer echoes across the valley as RT Jezail makes 
its way closer to the compound.

I/E. COMPOUND - DAY

The Old Man and the Men finish morning prayers then head out 
to the poppy field to work.  Leaving the Women, Mother, and 
the Boy and Girl inside.

The Old Man takes his place by the wall outside.

Inside the Boy and the Girl sit close as the Mother makes 
bread over the fire.  The Mother then goes to fetch flour 
from the storeroom inside

Impulsily the Boy runs outside the compound and the Girl 
chase him.  Running past the Old Man sitting by the wall.

EXT. ABOVE THE VALLEY - SAME MOMENT

Looking down the Boy and the Girl run across the poppy field.

INSURGENT SNIPER SCOPE - Cross hairs track them before 
centering on the Old Man.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - DAY

The Boy runs playfully through the poppy field toward the 
ditch.  The Girl finally catches up and tackles him to the 
ground.

A few yards away from RT Jerzail hiding in the ditch.
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INT. HIDE - DAY

Hidden under a camouflage cover in the ditch.  RT Jerzail can 
see the Boy and Girl close up.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

The Girl struggles to take the Boy back to the compound.  
When suddenly a shot goes off.

Looking toward the compound they see the Old Man fall dead.

Scared the Boy and the Girl hide down in the poppies.

One by one the Insurgent Sniper above shoots and kills every 
Man in poppy field.

EXT. ABOVE THE VALLEY - DAY

INSURGENT 1 aims his RPG-7 at the compound.  The hostile 
looking gray bearded INSURGENT COMMANDER gives the signal to 
attack.

INSURGENT COMMANDER
(Screams)

Allah Akbar.

INSURGENTS
(Echoing)

Allah Akbar, Allah Akbar, Allah 
Akbar, Allah Akbar.

RPG-7 rockets are launched at the compound and explode.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

The Boy and the Girl watch their being destroyed.

They watch the INSURGENTS advance on the compound from above.  
Lead by the Insurgent Commander

EXT. COMPOUND - CONTINUOUS

The Mother staggers out wounded from under the rubble.

An Insurgent sees her run and clubs her with the butt of his 
AK-47 then rips her clothes off
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EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

The Boy and Girl hear their Mother scream as she is raped.

The Boy tries to cry out to her and the Girl silences him 
knowing it will give them away.

They STRUGGLE and the Boy bites her hand.

BOY
(Cries)

Mom ma.

The Girl again silences him but it’s to late.

EXT. COMPOUND - CONTINUOUS

Insurgent Commander hears his cries and spots at the edge of 
the poppy field.  He snaps his fingers at one of Insurgent 
Squads to go get them.

The Insurgent Squad runs into the poppy field.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

The Boy and the Girl terrified as the Insurgent squad 
approaches them.  They hide lower in the dirt.

Suddenly in between them a Man pops up and tries to escape 
and shot by the Insurgent Squad.

The Boy and the Girl crawl to the ditch to escape.  The Girl 
looks back to see the Insurgents coming closer an crawl 
faster.

The boy looks back to see an Insurgent pointing and almost on 
top of them.

They reach the lip of ditch the Insurgent Squad less than an 
arms length of capturing them.  

Suddenly RT Jerzail open fires from the hide in the ditch.  
The Boy and the Girl freeze as the Insurgent Squad are 
killed.

The shooting and RT Jezail emerge from the hide in the ditch.

EXT. COMPOUND - CONTINUOUS

The stunned Insurgent Commander FIRES his AK-47.
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INSURGENT COMMANDER
(Screams)

Allah Akbar.

The Insurgents charge across the poppy field.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - CONTINUOUS

Soldier B lays down his M-240 and fires a belt at the 
Insurgents.  Afghan B takes out a primed claymore mine stabs 
it in the ground and pulls the fuse.

AFGHAN B
(Inaudible)

Fire in the hole.

Soldier A drags the Boy and the Girl into the ditch as RT 
Jezail lays down a wall of firepower.

Afghan A spots the Mother stagger behind the Insurgents 
crying out for her children.  Without hesitation Afghan A 
shoots her dead to spare her the shame of being raped.

At his feet the Boy and the Girl cover their ears from the 
gunfire.  Afghan A picks up the Boy and retreats down the 
ditch.

He taps Soldier A shoulder on the way and picks up the Girl.  
Repeating the same with the next man.  One by one RT Jezail 
breaks contact and retreat down the ditch.

The claymore mine exploding as the last man retreats.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOUNTAIN SIDE - DAY

RT Jezail races up the mountain.  Suddenly the Insurgent 
Sniper fires at them hitting the Girl and Soldier A.

GIRL
(Pain)

Aaah.

They seek cover Afghan A, Afghan C, Soldier C scan ahead for 
the sniper.  Afghan B and Soldier B watch for Insurgents 
advance.

Afghan C sees blood on Soldier A’s back and bandages his 
wound.  Soldier A bandages the Girl’s wound in turn.
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Soldier A snaps his fingers at Afghan A and points to the 
direction of the sniper bullet.

Afghan A follows his finger toward some boulders and trees 
two hundred yards away.

Soldier C loads a white phosphorous (WP) round into M-203 
grenade launcher as does Soldier A.

With a node from Soldier A they execute a DRAKE SHOOT by 
firing two shots at every boulder and tree.

Insurgent Sniper gives himself away firing a shot..

Soldier A and C fire their grenade launchers at his position 
and set on fire from the white phosphorous.

The Insurgent Sniper screams as he burns.  He Exposes himself 
and is shot by Afghan A.  RT Jezail gets moving back up the 
mountain.

EXT. COMPOUND, POPPY FIELD - DAY

An Insurgent RPG-7 squad load up.

Through binoculars Insurgent Commander watches RT Jezail 
heading up the mountain and points them out to the RPG-7 
squad.

They fire off a salvo of rockets reload and fire another 
salvo.

CUT TO:

EXT. MOUNTAIN TOP - DAY

The first rocket salvo impacts in front of RT Jezail 
showering them with rocks and shrapnel.  Followed by the 
second rocket salvo which impacts closer. 

Afghan A instinctively tosses a smoke grenade. Creating a 
smoke screen to hide under.     

Soldier A reaches for the radio mike and shockingly discovers 
the radio’s been destroyed by the shrapnel.  Now there is no 
way to call for help.  He notices the Boy and the Girl 
looking despondently at him.

Bullets crack overhead the Insurgents are catching up to 
them.
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Not wanting to fail them Soldier A drops the radio and booby 
traps it with a claymore mine.  He points to Afghan B and 
Soldier B to cover their retreat.

INSURGENTS
(Close)

Allah Akbar, Allah Akbar.

They both throw smoke grenades creating a blinding smoke in 
front of them.  Afghan B and Soldier B then fire through the 
smoke at the approaching Insurgents then retreat.

Through the smoke the Insurgents come upon the abandoned 
radio.  Insurgent goes to grab the radio and sets off the 
claymore mine.

EXT. MOUNTAIN TRAIL - DAY

The Girl stops in her tracks.

INSURGENTS (O.C.)
Allah Akbar, Allah Akbar.

The Insurgents are right behind them.

Afghan A grabs the Girl and pushes her forward down the 
mountain trail.

Afghan B sets a claymore mine in the trail ignites the fuse 
and runs.  Five steps later it explodes cutting a swath in 
the Insurgents.

INSURGENTS (O.C.)
Allah Akbar.

An Insurgent with an RPG-7 points his weapon right at them.

Soldier A kills him with one long shot with his M-4.

EXT. MEADOW - DAY

Moving fast RT Jezail comes down off the mountain and crosses 
over the meadow.  Approaching a sparsely wooded hill before 
them and RT Jezail takes up position at the top.

Advancing before them comes a platoon of Insurgents being led 
by the Insurgent Commandeer.

Soldier A looks over his shoulder and spies the Ruins just 
over the hill an idea forming in his head.
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The Insurgents come into close range and RT Jerzail engages 
them with their rifles and hand grenades.

An Insurgent throws a hand grenade at them. It explodes and 
the M-240 has suddenly stop firing.

Afghan B LOOKS over and sees Soldier B is dead.  
Instinctively he drops his AK-47 grabs the M-240 and fires 
away.

Soldier A throws a grenade and half of RT Jezail breaks off 
leaving him and Afghan A behind to cover their retreat.

Suddenly an Insurgent comes at Soldier A from the side.  
Afghan A shoots right across his nose and kills the 
Insurgent.

Soldier A turns to Afghan A his face a look of thanks for 
saving his life.

INSURGENT COMMANDER
Allah Akbar.

They run toward the ruins.

EXT. THE RUINS - DAY

Soldier A and Afghan A come running over the hilltop to the 
ruins.

Hot on their trail come what’s left of the Insurgents.

INSURGENTS
Allah Akbar.

From a bombed out window Afghan B covers them with the M-240.  
Burning up belt of ammo killing a few more Insurgents.

An Insurgent with an RPG takes aim at Afghan B and fires.  
The rocket strikes and vaporizes Afghan B’s position.

Afghan A looks back in shock.  Soldier A grabs him to keep 
moving.

THE KILL ZONE.

Hiding behind a mound of rubble Soldier C and Afghan C lie in 
ambush with a pile of grenades in reach.  

Next to them the Boy and the Girl poke their heads out of the 
FOXHOLE.  Angrily, Afghan C snaps his finger at them to get 
down and they comply.
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Soldier A and Afghan A appear and take their positions behind 
the mound.  Next to Soldier A is the clacker that detonates 
the claymore mines.

INSURGENTS
Allah Akbar.

The Insurgents enter into the kill zone.  Soldier A grasps 
the clacker in his hand waiting just a moment longer until 
they all are in the kill zone.

They come right at them; Soldier A fires first signalling all 
to open fire.

They drop many Insurgents but they’re still getting closer.  
Soldier C gets hit in the headand killed; spraying blood all 
over Afghan C.  Unfazed he reloads and continues firing.

The Insurgent Commander clashes with Soldier A and fight hand 
to hand.  Soldier A drops the clacker to deliver a blow 
knocking the Insurgent Commander off his feet.

Another Insurgent clashes with Soldier A.  At the same moment 
Soldier A aims his AK-47 and fires.

To his udder shock, the bullets rip right through the 
Insurgent and Soldier A killing them both.  He watches 
Soldier A fall and sees the clacker lying at his FEET.

Afghan C is hit but still he carries on the fight.

With all his might Afghan A reaches for the clacker and 
grasps it in his hands; just as he’s hit in the side.  With 
his last breath he squeezes the clacker.

A string of hidden claymore mines detonate in a chain of 
explosions completely wiping out the Insurgents and RT 
Jerzail in a wave of shrapnel.

The smoke clears and all that is left is the dead.  Suddenly, 
one of them moves lifting himself to his feet; it’s the 
Insurgent Commander and he’s very lucky to be alive.

He looks around hoping to see any survivors, fellow comrades.  
But there are none, everyone but him is dead as though the 
HAND of GOD protected him.

The Insurgent Commander prostrates himself and closes his 
hands to pray.  As he opens his eyes a shot goes off and he’s 
hit in the chest.

Startled he struggles to breathe as blood pours from his 
wound.  He cries knowing that his greatest fear is happening 
and looks to see the face of his killer.
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Standing there with the AK-47 resting on his shoulder the Boy 
stares at him and the Girl aiming the weapon at him.

The Insurgent Commander lets out one last breath and falls 
over dead from the shock of seeing his young killers.

The Boy and the Girl are the only ones alive and very much 
alone.  The Girl awkwardly places the AK-47 over her back and 
grasps the Boy’s hand.  

They both head off down the trail leaving the war behind and 
heading toward an uncertain future.

END.
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